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Abstract. The distance between two vertices of a polytope is the minimum number of edges in a 
path joining them. The diameter of a polytope is the greatest distance between two vertices of 
the polytope. We show that if P is a d-dimensional polytope with n facets, then the diameter of 
P is at most $ $-3(,r - d + 3). 
1. IratroducGon 
If we have two vertices of a convex polytope, the number of edges in 
ashortest path joining them is called the dislance betseen the vertices. 
The maximum distance between pairs of vertices is called the diameter 
of the polytopz. 
Because of applications in Hinear programming, it is of interest to 
find an upper bound for the diameter OF‘ a d-dimensional poiytope izr 
terms of d and n, the number of facets of PI This has been a difficult 
problem and the results so far are far from the conjectured upper bounds 
(see [ l-31 ). The best general result which applies to all dimensions is 
that the diameter i:, at most 2 d-3 n (see [ 31). For certain small dimen- 
sions dnci for poljiopes with few vertices, better, results are known [ l-3 1 l 
In this paper we improve on the bound 2d-3 n by showing that the 
diameter is less than or equal to i 2d-3 (n - d + ! ). 
d-pslytope is a d- imensional set that is the convex hul 
Research supported by a Sloan Foun 
set of points. A face of a d-polytope P is the intersec’tion of P with a 
supporting hyperpfane. Faces of dimension d -- 1 are called fticets and 
faces of dimension d- 2 are called subfor*m A d-polytope is simpk 
provided each vertex meets exactly d ,>dges. 
the ~FXZJSCZ of a polytope is the grab5 consisting of its vertices and 
edges. A graph is &JX&$WCM provided it IB isomorphic to the graph of 
some d-polytope, A characterization of 3-polyhedral graphs is given by 
Steinitz [4{ : 
If G is a graph in the plane II, then the Lonnected components of 
II ry G are called the faces of G. If G is 14 ; olyhed ral, then its faces corre- 
spond in a natural way to the facets of th 3-polytope. It follows from 
Steinitz’ theorem that if G is a graph in the plane, with more than three 
vertices, and without multiple edges, WC!; that t:ach face is bounded by 
a triangle, then the graph and its dual are 3-polyhedral. 
By a p&-z in a d-polytope P we mean a simple arc in P consisting of 
edges of P. The length of the path :s ths number of edges in it. If x and 
y are vertices of P, then 6(x, y j is defixxl to e the minimum length of 
paths from x to y and is called the dist,iuce from x to y. If A is a face 
of P, then S(K, A) is defined to be min _!(x, _Y) taken over all vertices y
of A. snd :s called the dhtance from x to A. If F is a face of P contain- 
ing x and y, then &(x, u) is defined tc k)e the length of a shortest path 
in F joining x and y. The rtot:ltion 6&. A P is similarly defined when A 
is a face of I;‘. The diameter of a polytoye P is max 6(x, 1)) taken over all 
pairs of vertices (x, v) in P. If x and y a~ vertices of a d-polytope P, 
theE 3 chain joining x 2nd y is a sequence of facets FI, . . . . Fk such that 
Fi n F”, 1 is a facet of b Jt h Fi and F”+l, x E F, and p’ E .Fk . The length of a 
chain is the number of facets in it. A chain,of length lk is called a k-chain. 
There is a process for constructing smaller 3-polyhedral graphs from 
!a given j-polyhedral graph, called removing edges, which will be useful. 
Let e be an edge of the graph G of a simple 3-polytope. Let u1 and u2 
be the ve,-tices of e, let u3 and u4 be-the other verkces joined to u1 and 
let us and 81~ be the vertices joined to v2 (these may not all be distinct). 
et G’ be the graph consisting of all keslices and edges of G that miss e, 
together with edges joining u3 to u4 and u5 to u6. We say that G’ is ob- 
tained from G by removing e. If G’ is also the graph of a 3-polytope, we 
y that e is removabie. 
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3. The main result 
Lemma 1. If (3 is the graph of a simple 3-poljiopc P. and if P is not a 
tetrahedmt, then each face qf G has a remmable edge. 
Proof. Let G* be the dual graph of (7. Removing an edge of G corre- 
sponds to shrinking an edge of G* to a vertex. In G* every face is 
bounded by a triangle. hen we shrink an edge e of G*, every face in 
the new graph will be bounded by a triangle and the new graph will be 
without multiple edges unless P is a tetrahedron w e belongs to a trQngle 
in G * that is not a face of G *. Such triangles will be called non-facial 
triangles. Let F be a face of G and let u be the corresponding vertex in 
G*. Let the edges meeting u be el, . . . . e,, . If IIO ei belongs to a non-facial 
triangle, we are done. Otherwise, we choose a non-facial triangle T con- 
taining u enclosing a minimum number of vertices joined to u. Let u1 be 
any vertex joined to u that is enclosed by T. The edge ei joining u and u1 
cannot belong to a non-facial triangle because such a triangle cannot 
pass outside of T, and T is minimal. The edge of ,G corresponding to ei 
will be the removable dge ef F. 
Lemma 2. [fx and y are vertices of ck simple 3-polytope P with 6(x, y) = k, 
and if there are emi !!t- PI facets F of P such that 6(x, F) < k, then k < $ jt - 1. _,
Proof. First, suppose that all facets F of P are such that 6(x, F) < k. In 
this case, a theorem of Klee C 11 !vhich states that a 3-polytope with n 
facets has diameter dt most $a.- 1, applies. Suppose, now, that some 
facet F is such that 6(x, F) 2 k. By Lemma 1, there is a removable dge 
e of &I The edge e cannot belong to any path of length <k containing X, 
thus whrn we remove e to produce the gr;@r of a 3-polytope P, no facet 
of P of d;st.ance <k from x becomes a facet of distance >k in P’. Further- 
more, +(x, y) = 6&, y). 
We may continue removing edges until there are no more facets of dis- 
tance >k, and now the first part of our argument applies. 
heorem 1. If x0 and y ai*e vertices of a d-polyiope P, d 2 3, with 
6(x0, y) = 6, and rf there are MI more than !ir facets of P of di;tmce at 
most 5- 1 front x0, theri 6 G 3(2d-2)tn-d+~ j. 
. Our proof is by 
Suppose, now, t 
tion on d. Lem 
s a d-poly cope 
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a shortest chain from x0 to y and let F1 be the first facet of such a chain. 
Among ~11 k-chains from ~0 toy beginning with F, , choose one with a 
second facet Fz such that 6~~ (x0, F, n F2) is minimal. Let xl be a 
vertex of Fr n F2 such that 6~~ (x0, x1 ) is minimal. Among all k-chains 
joining x0 and y beginning with F) aqd Fz, choose one with third facet 
F3 such that &7&q, F2 n F3) a vertex 
x2 ) is minimal, ali: so G n. Continuing in this way, we 
construct a chain F1, F2, . . . . Fk from q-, to y.--sWe define a subfacet S of 
P on a facet Fi to be a close subface: provided SFi(Xj_1, S) < 6Fj(Xi_1, Xi). 
Let I’, be a. shortest path from xi-1 f2 X, n Fi. The union of the ri ‘S is A 
a path I’ in .?? 
We now ex,amine facets F of P that as@ not in ,Fr, _., Fk, z&d such that 
F intersects ome Fj on a close subfacet. $f such ‘1 facet met F,, . . . . Fk on 
two Fj’s that are separated by more than one facet in the chain, then k 
would not be minimal. If F meets Fj arid Fj.+.z, for some i, such that 
Fj n F is a ciose facet, then we can replase Fj+l by F and contradict he 
way that Fj+r was chosen, because 61TjtXi_r, Fj n Fj+l) > 6Fj(Xj_l, Fj n F). 
‘l’hus each facet that meets the chain and is not i,. it, intersects the chain 
on at most two close subfacets. 
On the other ban?, if 6(F, x0) 2 6. l&en F will not intersect he chain 
on any close subfa,et. 
Let Sj f?e the r imber of close subfacets on Fi. Tile above argument 
shows that 
k 
i=l 
Sj G 2(-n- k) + 2(k - I) = 211- 2. 
That is, the total number of close subfacets is at most two times the 
number of facets that intersect he chain on close subfacets, plus the 
number of close subfacets which are the intersection of two consecutive 
facets in the chain. 
By induction, the iengtit of each T’j is at most $(2d-3)(Sj - d+ 1 + 5). 
us the length of I’ is at most 
“(2da-3)(Si-wd+ 1 +3)={(2d-3) 3 f -kd+k+$k 
=32d-$I--di-3) when k 2 2 . 
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en ‘rhe length of r is at most 
13 
This follows because x0 and JJ lie on a common facet F which is a (d - l)- 
polytope and any close subfacet on F is the intersection of F with a facet 
of distance less than 6(x0, y) from x0. ince 6{x0, 4;1= 0. there can be at 
most rt -- 1 close subfacets on I;, and induction gives the above inequali- 
ties. 
Corollary. The diameter of a d-polytope, d 3 3, with n fucets is at most 
&?-3(m--d+~). 
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